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PRAYER FOR THIS COUNTRY
Almighty God, release Your glorious power over the country of Jordan and order
peace among the agitating people. Declare Your glorious acts to the Jordan’s 10
million-strong population from Palestinian origin, including some 2.2 million
Palestinian refugees registered with the United Nations. Make the countries
responsible for upholding peace in the regions and the escalation of the deadly
violence to stop. Prevent the provocative offensive actions of the protesting and
fighting people and Israeli and Palestinian authorities, and act decisively to
deescalate tensions and bring a halt to the violence. Help the Jordanian Christian
Believers to deal with the stresses of pandemic-induced unemployment and
uncertainty. Powerfully remind them that God is always at work on their behalf.
They can be still and silent and see His power and strength bring peace in their
lives. Lord, fight for Your people, and make them to be silent (The Bible, Exodus
14:14).

MORE ABOUT THIS COUNTRY
Abdullah II bin Al-Hussein has been King of Jordan. Omar Razzaz is the Prime
Minister. The king said that the COVID-19 crisis represents an opportunity to promote
self-reliance and develop local industries despite the challenges it has posed. At a
meeting with key local figures, the Jordanian king highlighted the value of public
awareness and cooperation since the outbreak of the pandemic, according to a Royal
Court statement. If Jordanians will adhere to social distancing regulations of restoring
control over the spread of the disease, the local infection rates will return back to low
levels.

CHIEF OF STATE
King Abdullah II
HEAD OF GOV.

https://www.win1040.org/prayercalendar/jordan/
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=+Exodus+14%3A14&version=NIV
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PM Abdullah Ensour
POPULATION
8,118,000
CHRISTIANS
2.1%
EVANGLICAL CHRISTIANS
0.3%
DOMINANT RELIGION
Sunni Islam
PERSECUTION RANKING
31
REFUGEES
672,930
LIFE EXPECTANCY
73.90 yrs
LITERACY RATE
93.4%
POPULATION BELOW POVERTY LINE
14.2%


